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We are focused on providing a tool that is:

Open

Delightful

Collaborative

- Minimal barriers to use
- Open licensing
- Accessible
- Transparent

- Fun and simple to create and share
- Inspires a community of teachers,  
  authors, and learners

- Quick prototyping and updating
- Easy to co-author and review



Gala makes it easy for anyone to create a learning module

Make an account and start authoring 
in seconds.

Collaborate with multiple authors 
in real time with an intuitive, 
dynamic, editor.



Authors can integrate multimedia and data tools

Embed images, audio, video and more. 
Choose from a growing list of embeddable 
content, visualizations, and tools.

Easily add accessible captions 
for screen readers.

 Customize previews of resources from 
anywhere on the web, with thumbnails, 
captions and pull quotes, or auto-generate a 
preview card à la Twitter or Facebook. 



Link directly to your published 
module from anywhere. With 
one click, generate offline .pdf 
modules.

Contribute to a growing collection 
of open educational resources with 
Creative Commons-licensing. 
(alternative licensing available for 
partners)

Publish and share modules as widely as you like

Gala works responsively across 
devices, including cell-phones 
and laptops. 

Create versions of modules in 
multiple languages.

Cree versiones de módulos 
en varios idiomas.



Share curated collections

Institutional and organizational 
partners can create branded libraries 
of modules.

Anyone can customize reading list 
of modules to share, with optional 
commentary.



Teach any module from a growing list of open libraries

➔ Use or create Gala modules in flipped or conventional classrooms; 
remote, hybrid, or field learning environments.

➔ Deploy across courseware platforms: Create review or discussion 
groups and invite members with a single link.

➔ Add and customize pre- and post-assessments to check reader 
progress.



Gala has been used in a range of teaching contexts

Place-based 
learning

Student module 
authorship

Remote Masters 
Programs

Online labs



…and work that bridges research and practice

Collaborative 
workforce training

Broader research 
impact



Gala is built for rapid prototyping and 
continuous improvement across networks

Alpha 
module

Beta 
Module

Published 
Module

4. Module is published 
in a library and may be 
updated or adapted as 
needed.

1. Author creates a 
draft module on 
Gala.

2. Author solicits 
feedback from network 
via feedback workshop 
and/or asynchronous 
comments.

3. Updated module is 
piloted with learners and 
assessed. Feedback is 
incorporated back into 
the module.

Example 
workflow:



Flexible workflows for partner organizations and networks

Partners can create their own practices and 
guidelines for authorship and review, or draw 
from our growing knowledge base.

Modules or Libraries can integrate into 
partner websites and Learning 
Management Systems



Gala is open source and development ongoing.

We invite contributions from partners and users to:

The Gala codebase

Documentation/Guides

Translations of modules and user 
interface

Third-party tools that extend what  
modules can do



More about Gala:
about.learngala.com

Try it yourself:
learngala.com

Testimonials:
https://tinyurl.com/trygala

https://docs.learngala.com/
https://docs.learngala.com/
https://tinyurl.com/trygala

